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Overview

• The spectral/hp element method 

• Challenges in high-order mesh generation 

• Some results 

• Conclusions
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Spectral/hp element method
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Why high-order methods?
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Scalar transport of Gaussian bump 
All cases: same number of degrees of freedom



NACA 0012 example
• Simulations at Re = 1.2m (experimental 4.6m) 

• Highly unsteady, vortex dominated 

• SVV-LES formulation of incompressible NS

the possible re-laminarization of the vortex as it is shed from the wing [1] and the origin of meandering [2, 3, 4],
the low-frequency movement of the vortex core and the evolution of the vortex structure. Vortices shed from
lifting surfaces pose challenges to model in many an industrial context such as wind turbines, helicopter blades,
high-lift configuration of aircraft and high-performance automotive industry [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Developing a better
understanding of the near-wake of the vortex, lying within one chord length of the trailing edge of the lifting
surface, is therefore essential in understanding the complex flow-structure interactions of interest in these
problems. The far-field properties of these vortices are also a challenge for the aeronautics industry, where
their persistence imposes strict limits on distances between landing aircraft [10]. For these reasons we are
interested in refining modeling methods for investigating the growth of the vortex in the near-field.

Conceptually, the simplest approach to ensure that the flow physics are accurately simulated is to perform
a direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which all necessary scales are resolved at a given Reynolds number.
For cases at even moderately high Re however, this approach is clearly unfeasible. To demonstrate this, let us
assume the Kolmogorov hypothesis holds for this flow and as a very rough approximation that the length scale
l
0

associated to the largest eddies is of the same order as the chord length l
0

⇡ c. The number of grid points
needed to resolve the Kolmogorov length-scale relates with the Reynolds number as ⌘ ⇠ Re�3/4 , meaning
that three-dimensional simulation of a uniformly turbulent flow requires a resolution of Re9/4 grid points. For
aeronautical test cases, where Re is typically O(10

6

) or O(10

7

), we therefore require O(10

14

) to O(10

16

) grid
points to resolve the flow. Even accounting for variations in geometry which may permit varying resolution
throughout the domain, based on the current rate of advancement of high-performance computing (HPC)
facilities, resolving fully developed three-dimensional flow at high Reynolds number in a timely manner will
continue to be well out of reach for the foreseeable future.

Figure 1: Wingtip vortex developing over a NACA 0012 profile with rounded wing cap in a wind tunnel,
modeling the experimental setup of Chow et al.[1] Both wing surface and streamlines are colored by static
pressure coefficient C

p

= 2 · (p� p1)/⇢1U2

1 where U2

1 = 1 and ⇢1 = 1.

Consequently, there has been ongoing development of modeling methods where small turbulent scales are
not explicitly computed. Traditional Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) methods, alongside more
recent advanced such as the Reynolds Stress methods [11], have been developed to simulate both the complex
three-dimensional transitioning boundary layer on the wing and the highly curved flow within the vortex. More
computationally-intensive methods, such as LES and Lattice Boltzman VLES[12] have also been developed
or adapted to investigate such flows, in correlating the simulated results to experimental data. The lattice
Boltzman method has been used in conjunction with a modified k � " two-equation turbulence model as well
as turbulence wall shear stress model were used to perform a VLES where the walls were the turbulent flow
at the wall was modelled.

The key feature of these studies is in their use of reduced equations or turbulence models, all of which require
parameters to tune their performance. Since the underlying physical processes that dictate the development
and evolution of vortices is not well understood, it is therefore difficult a priori to determine appropriate
settings for these models. The aim of this work is therefore to demonstrate how an implicit LES method,
in which the number of parameters is comparably very small and is used to provide additional stability, can
successfully be leveraged to obtain accurate comparisons against experimental data. We appreciate that
there may be different views of the definition of implicit LES. We have adopted the definition of Sagaut [13],
who explicitly refers to SVV as an implicit LES model and states that “using a numerical viscosity with no
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Implicit large-eddy simulation of a wingtip vortex, AIAA Journal 54 (2), 2016 



NACA 0012 example
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9 SVV-iLES computed streamlines and normalized time-averaged axial velocity at the

crossflow plane x/c = �0.115 downstream of the trailing edge in b) compared against experi-

mental results from Chow et al.[1], in (a) and previous LES results by by Uzun et al.[5], in

(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10 SVV-iLES computed streamlines and normalized time-averaged axial velocity at the

crossflow plane x/c = 0.125 downstream of the trailing edge in b) compared against experi-

mental results from Chow et al.[1], in (a) and previous LES results by by Uzun et al.[5], in

(c). Fig. 7 acts as a companion figure to locate the x/c = +0.125 with respect to the primary

and secondary vortices with a three dimensional perspective of the flow in this region. Fig. 11

complements Fig. 10b in aiding the identification of the secondary vortex with respect to

streamlines and also the streamwise component of the vorticity.
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(b)

Fig. 5 Comparison with experiment[1] of time-averaged, over three t

c

= c/U1, C
p

distribution

as a function of streamwise position, with the leading edge in x = 0, at spanwise location

z/b = 0.833 (a) and z/b = 0.899 in (b) where we also show the results from the uniform grid-

refinement study (convergence in P). The number of local/global mesh degrees of freedom

for 4th, 6th and 7th order accurate in space are 5.7M/1.5M, 16.7M/6.9M and 25.3M/11.9M

respectively. The 70% increase in number of global degrees of freedom when using 7th instead

of 7th does not significantly affect the pressure distribution on the wing at the spanwise

location z/c = 0.899.

0.5c, may have led to a strong SVV dissipation that which in turn significantly damped the early

growth of the vortex over the wing surface. The sudden change in trend at x/c = 0.9 might be

due interaction between the primary and a secondary the secondary vortex. With this exception

however, the main features of the flow are well captured.

2. Resolution study

Although this test case is computationally expensive to simulate, we have performed a limited

p-refinement study of the flow physics, using the Cp distribution as a benchmark for observing

convergence and providing a form of self-validation. In these tests, the polynomial order was varied,

comparing the P = 5 results that we present here to results at P = 3 and P = 6. The resulting Cp

distributions, presented in figure 5b, show very little difference between the P = 5 and P = 6 cases,

despite a 70% increase in the total number of degrees of freedom. However, there is a significant

difference between that of P = 3 and P = 5. Whilst there is still variation between the experimental
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High-order mesh generation
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Curving coarse meshes leads to invalid elements 
Most existing packages cannot deal with this



Our process / philosophy
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• Keep things modular: each module does one thing 

• Pass a common mesh between modules in a pipeline 

• Focus on 3D: prismatic boundary layers + tetrahedral interior 

• Try to minimise user parameters as much as possible 

• Preserve CAD information throughout the process as much 
as possible 

• Target high-order at every stage, from initial linear mesh 
generation to untangling/optimisation



NekMesh: workflows & modules
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Input

➡ OpenCascade 
➡ CFI (CADFix) 
➡ Many others 

(Gmsh, Star-CCM+)

Surface 
mesh 

generation

➡ In-house code  
based on octree + triangle 

➡ CFI (CADFix)

Boundary 
layer 

generation

➡ In-house code 
➡ Star-CCM+

Volume 
mesh 

generation

➡ In-house code 
➡ Star-CCM+ 
➡ CFI (CADFix)

Correction & 
optimisation

➡ In-house tools

Output

➡ Nektar++ format 
➡ Gmsh format 
➡ +others?



Alternative CAD engines
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• OpenCASCADE and own in-house mesh generation 
is quite good but very complex cases can be difficult 

• For industrial cases we have integrated CFI CAD 
engine + linear mesher: can now use this to generate 
high-order meshes and help with CAD issues

Linear mesh from CFI Converted to high-order by 
NekMesh



High-order technologies
Isoparametric splitting of high-order boundary layers  

y+ < 1
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Straight-sided mesh

Boundary  
projection

Deformed mesh

Optimisation

�
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PDE solutions

• Non-linear elasticity (Persson & Peraire 2009) 
• Linear elasticity (Xie et al 2013; Hartmann & Leicht 2015) 
• Thermo-elasticity (Moxey et al 2015) 
• Winslow (Fortunato & Persson 2016) 

Direct optimisation

•  Log barrier optimisation (Toulorge et al 2013) 
•  Distortion metric (Roca et al 2014)

Current approaches 

Note: list of references is not exhaustive13



We borrow ideas from (linear) variational grid 
generation where the mapping problem is cast as: 

Variational approach

Find min
�

E(�) E(�) =
Z

⌦
W (�,r�) dy

Through an appropriate choice of      we encompass the 
PDE and optimisation methods in a single framework 
Michael

W
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M. Turner, J. Peiró, D. Moxey, A variational framework for high-order mesh generation, 
25th International Meshing Roundtable, Washington DC, 2016.



Choice of functional
F = r� J = detF

W =
µ

2
(F : F� 3)� µ ln J +

�

2
(ln J)2

W = J�1 (F : F)

W =
1

d
|J |�d/2(F : F)

• Linear elasticity: 

• Non-linear elasticity: 

• Winslow: 

• Distortion:

W =


2
(ln J)2 + µE : E; E =

1

2
(FtF� I)
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Invalid mesh: min     <0  min Js < 0
• Potentially W is not physical: e.g. 1/J, log(J) 
• Regularisation (Garanzha 2004) which forces a 

positive small Jacobian:
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Very efficient parallel implementation with a simple 
colouring scheme + Newton-based node-by-node 

optimisation scheme

Numerical implementation
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Ideal scaling
Recorded scaling
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Example: jet configuration
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Before optimisation 
J < 0.5

After



Example: jet configuration
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Example: DLR F6 engine
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Surface mesh optimisation
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DLR F6
P = 4 
Contours: surface pressure
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NASA "Trap Wing"
P = 4
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P = 4

DLR F11
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Nektar++ high-order framework
Framework for spectral(/hp) element method:

• Dimension independent, supports CG/DG/HDG 

• Mixed elements (quads/tris, hexes, prisms, tets, pyramids) 
using hierarchical modal and classical nodal formulations 

• Solvers for (in)compressible Navier-Stokes, advection-diffusion-
reaction, shallow water equations, ... 

• Parallelised with MPI, tested scaling up to ~10k cores 

http://www.nektar.info/  
nektar-users@imperial.ac.uk
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Ongoing and future work
• Variational optimisation for hybrid meshes: triangles and 

quadrilaterals; tetrahedra, hexahedra, pyramids and 
prisms 

• Mesh adaptation: Incorporate mesh control via the 
functional 

• Open-source code NekMesh release with packages 

• Variational boundary-layer mesh generation? 

• High-order aware “linear” mesh generation: Incorporate 
criteria to accommodate high-order mesh information
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Thanks for listening!

@davidmoxey 

d.moxey@imperial.ac.uk 

www.nektar.info   https://gitlab.nektar.info/nektar/nektar

mailto:d.moxey@imperial.ac.uk
http://www.nektar.info
https://gitlab.nektar.info/nektar/nektar

